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1. Executive summary
In the context of investigating the strategic visions and RTD roadmap in ICT for “ageing
well”, the Second Stakeholder Workshop “Technologies for AAL solutions: AAL enabling
technologies” was organized on Thursday September 27, 2012 and focused on the five
enabling technologies, i.e. sensing, reasoning, acting, interacting and communicating, and
particularly on how these technologies could support people, or should be developed to do
so, according to previously described AAL activities and scenarios (First AALIANCE2
Stakeholder Workshop). The main objective was to refine, classify, organize and improve
the contents of the first AALIANCE Roadmap, published in March 2010.
Experts in the AAL field, with experience in designing, developing, producing,
experimenting, and/or assessing AAL technologies or studying and defining the main
aspects of AAL field were invited.
This event was attended by 31 participants.
The workshop was made of four sessions:
1. preliminary warm up exercise
2. enabling technologies mapping
3. enabling technologies prioritizing
4. final plenary discussion
During the discussion and the activities of parallel groups many interesting considerations
were expressed about a new vision of the AAL enabling technologies, thus providing novel
and updated contents to enrich the AALIANCE2 Roadmap.
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2. Introduction
The second AALIANCE2 Stakeholder Workshop was held in Eindhoven, Netherland,
hosted by the AAL Forum 2012. This location was really suitable, offering a unique
opportunity to obtain valuable inputs from AAL Forum participants. The objective of this
workshop was to discuss on the five enabling technologies, i.e. sensing, reasoning, acting,
interacting and communicating, and in particular on how these technologies could support
people, or should be developed to do so, according to AAL application domains.
In particular the workshop aimed to probe and build on the contents of the first
AALIANCE Roadmap, published in March 2010, a new improved and enriched AALIANCE2
Roadmap. Thirty three experts in the AAL domain, such as AAL technology developers and
researchers, ICT service providers and technology suppliers, standardization organizations,
AAL service designers participated in the workshop and were asked to contribute, with their
experience in National and European projects, to enrich the contents of the AAL enabling
technologies presented in the first AALIANCE Roadmap and update their future research
outline.

3. Methodology
The workshop started with a presentation of the AALIANCE2 Project manager, Dr. Filippo
Cavallo, that explained the general concepts of the AALIANCE2 Project and highlighted the
principal objective of the Second AALIANCE2 Stakeholder Workshop. Particularly, he showed
the main aspects of the first AALIANCE Ambient Assisted Living Roadmap, published in
2010, and requested participants to actively contribute to improve, update and enrich its
contents.

Figure 1 – Introduction to the AALIANCE2 Project and Workshop
The workshop consisted of four interactive sessions. During the first session, the
participants briefly showed the most elegant or ridiculous technologies for AAL applications
that they were asked to think about as homework before the workshop. In the second and
third session, participants were divided into five groups, each related to a single enabling
technology, to discuss about the key enabling technologies for AAL applications and their
outline in short, middle and long term. The fourth session concluded the workshop with a
common discussion and wrap-up.
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3.1.

Session 1 – Preliminary warm up exercise

The first session of the Workshop was conceived as a warm up exercise, useful to get
every participants in a creative aptitude for the entire day. Few days before the workshop,
every participants were asked to complete a form drawing and / or describing the most
innovative or ridiculous technology for AAL applications. During the session, each
participant, one at a time, described its idea and placed it, as a post-it, on the uncanny
valley table, as described in figure 2.

Figure 2 – Uncanny valley where participants placed their ideas.

3.2.

Session 2 – Enabling technology mapping

The objective of the “Mapping” session was to identify relevant technical developments
in the field of enabling technologies for AAL solutions and to map them on a timeline
indicating when the workshop participants believed the results of these developments would
be available.
During the second session, participants were divided in five groups, according to their
expertise. Each group was related to one of the five enabling technologies: sensing,
reasoning, acting, interacting, communicating. The experts explored the main technological
foci of each enabling technology using a Customer Expectation Map. Thanks to this exercise,
the main valuable technologies were identified and placed in a short, mid and long term
perspective. At the end of the session all groups shared their achievements and exchanged
feedbacks.
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Figure 3 - Discussion about the enabling technologies and their projection on time for
each group.
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3.3.

Session 3 – Enabling technology prioritizing

The objective of the “Prioritising” session was to identify possible interventions
(measures) that would allow the current state of technology to be “pushed” by R&D or
strategic research. For each “what if” scenario, the main effects for people and society and
the prerequisites needed to make the scenario come true were discussed. Finally, the
timeline from the Mapping session was reviewed and participants discussed how the
interventions would affect the developments laid out there.
During the third sessions participants worked again in five groups as before and
explored the “What If” scenarios for technologies, prioritizing them on the urgency,
desirability, feasibility, etc., in connection to combined users and R&D 'wish list'. Practically,
experts discussed about the response of R&D developments in case of opportune societal
scenarios in order to identify which technologies would truly support people in various
versions of a scenario, and which would force people to stay within a certain prescribed
behavior. At the end of the session all groups shared their achievements and exchanged
feedbacks.

Figure 4 - “What If” exercise and achieved results.
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3.4.

Session 4 – Final plenary discussion

The session 4 was organized as a plenary discussion that allowed experts to explain
their last comments and suggestions about the work done during the day and the
expectation of the AALIANCE Ambient Assisted Living Roadmap. Sticky notes were collected
and added to the wall.

Figure 5 – Final session.

4. Results of the workshop
4.1.

Session 2 – Enabling technologies mapping

4.1.1.

Sensing

The group discussed the value chain of sensing starting from the transducers (devices
that transfer one form of energy to another), the format that the transducers communicate
the value that they have measured, to local collection and data structuring to posting in a
remote database. The discussion also included new ideas for sensors/transducers and where
to locate the sensors/transducers.
The participants quickly agreed that the market already exists for commercial
sensor/transducers. In 2012 the availability of sensors range from widely deployed
accelerometers, proximity sensor, temperature sensors, ambient light sensors and GPS for
geo-location. These sensors are typical of a smart phone / tablets and have commercial
volumes in the 10s of millions a year. For these classes of sensors economies of scale have
been achieved and the cost to deploy has dropped considerably in the last 10 years. Other
sensors exist and have also achieved economies of scale leading the work group to conclude
that focusing on new sensor development is unlikely to yield the best results.
Moving further on the value chain to what the sensors do with the data once they are
deployed led to a different kind of discussion. In the case of smart phones / Tablets (iOS on
Apple hardware, Android and Windows7/8) the sensor information is placed behind an
Application Programming Interface. The software platforms do this to enable the user to
give consent that the data can be used by the different applications. Currently each
software platform have different APIs that give different access rights to the data gathered
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by the sensors even if the sensor hardware is from the same manufacturer. This discussion
led the team to discuss:
1) How the information is reported by the sensor
2) How the data values are represented in a database
3) How the database is accessed
4) How permissions are granted in the database
5) How to combine data from several sources for
The result of this discussion was to change our starting point from the physical sensor to
instead discuss the information gathered by the sensors and how to get the most utility
from the data.
To discuss how to get the best access to the data and support different rights access levels
needed the group considered HTMLx as an analogy with discussion that included XML
(extensible mark-up language) and how this challenge is addressed in internet solutions.
The objective changed from the original expectation of focusing on the hardware to focus on
the data structures to capture, organize, share (and limit sharing) and distribute what the
hardware captures and reports.
The first conclusion for the sensing group was to guide the AAL roadmap to develop
or adopt standard ways of capturing, organizing, sharing and distributing the data.
This does not necessarily make new standards or languages or communications bearers, but
to orchestrate the industry to agree on which standards, languages and communication
bearers to use or how they can interact. In fact many options for these aspects for data
exist today and are in use today. The issue is that not only is “information wants to be
free”1, but that information needs to have context to enhance meaning. If the structures are
designed to share the context without proscribing the relationships the result will be a richer
understanding. One example that was discussed was an audio sensor which detects the
sound of a person falling down in combination with a Kinect (optical motions sensor used
with Microsoft’s xBox 360 gaming platform) sensor will provide a better understanding of
the reality leading to smart decision making.
The second conclusion was that even when standards exist, different [companies or
entities] can end up with incompatible products even if both products are compliant to the
same standard. This led to the conclusion that development is needed to create
compliance methodology that includes reference cases, platforms and components
managed by entities to certify compliance. There are several reference examples that
can serve as a template – CE certification, CETECOM certification, Continua certification.
There were also several side discussions that included investigating odour sensing and
installing sensors not in a location, but on people to enable macro data gathering that can
be interpreted for an individual. Another topic discussed was to use energy harvesting to
power sensors and how they could be integrated in the energy grid. This would make it
possible to build the sensors into the home cost effectively during the initial build of the
house, instead of having to put sensors into a person’s home at the time they have already
developed a condition requiring supportive monitoring.

1

Stewart Brand, 1984
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4.1.2.

Reasoning

Figure 6 shows the inputs from the experts and their estimations when the enabling
technologies will be available to be used in AAL-related products and services.

Figure 6 – Estimation of the availability of technical components related to Reasoning by the
experts who participated in the “Reasoning Group” of the Workshop.
Several requirements from policy making and the scientific/technological environment were
mentioned:
•

Development of common structures and tools for a better sharing of resources
between stakeholders (institutions)

•

Stakeholders need more pressure and awareness for working on interoperability

•

Timespan of academic partners is longer than that of companies; there are some
steps required for mutual values.

•

Good reasoning is important to ensure the trade-off between data security and
protection.

•

Development of ontologies should be aware of each other and be built on each other.

•

Interoperability between reasoning systems.

4.1.3.

Acting

The discussion of this group started from the observation that a general AAL service acts in
several locations and is conducted by different actors. An example of that was the shopping
service: if a senior citizen asks for a shopping service from his/her home, the ordered
shopping bug is managed from the grocery store to the home along different locations
(shop, streets, building, apartment, etc.) and by different actors (store owner, mail carrier,
etc.). According to that, acting technologies should be investigated considering the
potentiality to be employed everywhere and used by everyone.
The main issue faced during the discussion concerned robotics. Particularly service robotics
was considered one of the most interesting scientific and technological challenge for the
development of AAL market. In accordance to the AAL services vision, it is expected that in
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future AAL services will be exploited by a plurality of robots that will cooperate between
them and with an AmI infrastructure that will supervise and manage the entire service
process.
Thus the vision was a plurality of robots that can act in several different locations and
integrated in a AmI infrastructure, distributed at different level in indoor and outdoor,
private and public environments.
Such vision stimulated the participants to face some robotic challenges, such as navigation
in not only indoor, but also outdoor environments and cloud robotics.
Cloud robotics is a combination of service robotics and cloud computing technologies.
Therefore, on top of agents, such as robotic platforms, basic actuators and smart
environments, there is a cloud platform able to store, manage and provide data to agents
and clients and perform reasoning algorithms.
Participants agreed also on the concept that, if, from one hand, the cooperation between
robots and smart environments is crucial in an AAL service distributed in the society, on the
other hand also the cooperation of these agents with humans is fundamental and should be
taken in account in the design service process. In a sense also neighbours are other acting
subjects. Smart environments could enable robotic systems to behave as well as community
to act.
Now (2012)

Soon (2014)

Mid-term
(2017)

Smart environments with
AmI
and
context
awareness capabilities for
monitoring, surveillance
and
alerting
(i.e.
Alzheimer patients).

Smart environments with
active
autonomous
actuators
(automation),
such as doors, furniture,
etc.) integrated in the
AmI.

Advanced
intelligent
artificial
skinbased interfaces
for safety and
security.

Human
embedded
sensors.

Alternative
communication interface
for navigation in different
environments.

Cloud
robotics
and human-robot
cooperation
(Cloud humans).

Humanoid
robots
for
guiding elderly
in
daily
activities.

Design of service robotics
with
appropriate
acceptability
and
dependability criteria.

Individual
automatic
adaptation
products.

Wearable
robots
invisible
wearable
robots.

Ethical, psychological and
social
research
in
robotics.

Holograms
as
acting agents to
show actions.

Community
empowerment
ambient systems

Long-term
(beyond
2020)

of

and

Implantable
robots.

by

Navigation
in
outdoor
environments
with
different approaches.
Adaptable,
customable
hardware interfaces.
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Another important aspect that was faced was the ability of the AAL services and
technologies to modify their behaviour with respect to the end-users’ requirements and
environment’s changes. At this purpose it was agreed that the study of acceptability and
dependability for acting, but also for other enabling technologies, is a crucial point to be
faced with an innovative and efficient approach.
Sometimes Acting and Interacting technologies overlap each other: an avatar that says to
do something is an acting or interacting enabling technology? A humanoid that suggests to
do something what’s it? The proposed idea was to consider that any interface that
communicate the idea of doing an action could be included in the acting technologies. So a
humanoid robot that suggests to take a drug, as well as an avatar on a Smartphone, could
be considered acting technologies. Of course this interpretation is not definitive, but will be
discussed and confirmed during the evolution of the Roadmap.
Robots were mentioned as an extension of the in smart environments because can provide
the physical actions that can complete a classical ICT system.
Another mentioned acting technology was the wearable robots, that in the last few years
are arising more and more. These systems has the potentiality to improve and drastically
change the way to support elderly and do rehabilitation. In addition to wearable robots, also
implantable actuation in humans was considered a challenging issue with a long term
perspective.
Ethical and social issues are not technological, but can influence the development of acting
technologies. Therefore should be at least cited in this roadmap.

4.1.4.

Interacting

The Discussion group “Interacting” noted that there are two lines of development to be
taken into account:
1. Development of technical components and technologies for new applications
2. Improvement of the acceptability with respect to services and processes: How are
technical components used in services and processes? How will technical components
improve the acceptability?
The group noted that the term ‘interaction’ mainly addresses the human-machine-interface.
Figure 7 shows the inputs from the experts and their expectations to be available.
An intensive discussion took place regarding e-Health which was identified as a major topic
for AAL for both, technical components as well as for business potentials for appropriate
services.
Furthermore, expectations were shared to differentiate technical components and services
on one hand for rehabilitation, medical applications and care, and on the other hand for
entertainment, leisure and gaming, respectively.
Figure 8 shows the various areas for technical components supporting services and
processes in order to enhance the acceptability. It was a common understanding that the
terms ‘interaction’ and ‘communication’ interfere to a certain extent and are therefore used
in many cases simultaneously.
The group addresses the lack of interoperability of e-Health systems used in different
organisations and/or regions and/or countries as a severe barriers. Although for some
applications, good examples for pragmatic solutions as well as support from (private) health
insurances can be identified, it will need long term effort to overcome such barriers for
interoperability and interworking.
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Figure 7 – Expert's opinion of technical components' availability2.

Figure 8 – Expert's opinion of technologies to enhance service and process acceptability.
2

Time line categories “now/recently” - “mid term” – “long term”: Availability by 2013/14 –
2017 – beyond 2020, respectively.
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4.1.5.

Communicating

Discussion group 4 noted that when discussing future developments in the field of
enabling technologies, in particular communication technologies, four different stages of
development need to be distinguished: The availability of a technology as a working
prototype, the availability on the market as product, standardisation of the technology and
widespread adoption on the market. These four stages may be reached at quite different
points in time and not always in the same order (for example, IEEE 801.11n compliant
products were on the market before the standard was actually finalized while the market
uptake of IEEE 1173 and its successor standard ISO/IEEE 11073 took many years.)
With regard to the timeline of relevant technical developments, the group noted the
following:
•

Now (2012): Communication technologies that are relevant for AAL, available today but
not universally known in the “community” include LTE (Long Term Evolution) and LTE
Advanced as fourth-generation cell phone standard which under ideal conditions offers
transmission speeds of up to 300 MBit/s (LTE, downstream) and up to 3 GBit/s (LTE
Advanced, downstream). However, LTE services are only available in limited locations
yet. Further important communication technologies are the IEEE 802.15.6 standard
“IEEE Standard for Local and metropolitan area networks - Part 15.6: Wireless Body
Area Networks” for on-body (Body Area Network) and in-body (implant) communication,
and the Powerline-based communication standard series EN 50523 “Household
appliances interworking” for vendor-independent networking of household appliances,
based on the CECED CHAIN specification.

•

Soon (2014): Developments that the group expects to take place soon are the wider
market uptake of Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy and the Bluetooth Health Device Profile
(HDP), both of which are referenced by the Continua Health Alliance guidelines for
telemonitoring. The participants also expect that the “intelligence” (reasoning
algorithms) of assistive systems will move from being local to the home environment to
the Cloud, which will bring new requirements in terms of availability of wide-area
communication networks and Cloud services. Furthermore a standard for IPv6
addressing on Bluetooth is expected, which will enable IPv6 communication over
Bluetooth.

•

Mid-term (2017): Within 5 years, participants expect the availability and widespread
adoption of gateways (interfaces or APIs) that connect AAL systems to the available
home automation components independent from the vendor and bus/radio system used
(e.g., KNX, LON, BACNET, ZigBee, Z-Wave) and from the perspective of the AAL system
solve the dependency on particular home automation systems. However, participants
explicitly do not expect the number of competing home automation systems to actually
decrease – these are here to stay for the longer-term future. Furthermore, participants
expect the use of the human body as a communication medium for Body Area Networks
(replacing classical radio-based techniques), including the development of related
standards. Further expected developments are an increasing interaction between
assistive systems in different domains (at home, in the car, on the body). Furthermore,
a close interaction or the sharing of hardware between AAL systems and Smart Metering
systems is expected.

•

Long-term (2020+): Only in the long-term, the availability of broadband connections in
general, or LTE in particular, at all places (“broadband everywhere”) is expected to be
actually rolled out. A further long-term development that may be of relevance to AAL is
the use of visible light (e. g. based on LED modulation) for communication e. g. between
sensors, actors and reasoning components of an AAL systems with zero radiation
exposure to the user.
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It should be noted that several of the soon to mid-term developments could be described as
an increasing level of cooperation and interoperability between domains and technologies,
e.g. cooperation between the Smart Metering and AAL domains or interoperability between
communication technologies such as BlueTooth and IPv6. On the other hand participants
noted that different domains such as home automation, medical devices, and consumer
electronics, use different communication protocols even where similar tasks are performed
(e. g. measuring and transmission of a temperature), and participants do not expect these
different protocols to be harmonized anytime soon. Gateways or converters will, therefore,
be needed to permit sub-systems to “talk to each other”. A further critical issue in this
regard is the development and harmonization of data models: Reasoning on data from
different sub-domains will require a semantic interoperability and not just the capability to
receive data from multiple systems (that is, syntactic interoperability). Data models and
ontologies for semantic interoperability are one of the big challenges that need to be
addressed by the AAL community.
Finally, the group discussed the ongoing developments in the “Internet of Things” (IoT)
domain, such as the development of the ETSI “Machine to Machine” (M2M) communication
standard. Participants had the impression that the fields AAL and IoT have some overlap
and will influence each other. However, nobody dared to predict any particular development
here, since at this time the communities are still rather separate, with very little
interdisciplinary exchange.

4.2.

Session 3 – Enabling technology prioritizing

4.2.1.

Sensing

The majority of discussion focused on sensors talking the same language and having
structures in place to regulate compliance, but there was additional discussion on
innovations in sensor deployment in the longer term that warrants mention. The conclusions
What if sensors talked the same language? This topic is similar to the communications work
group’s topic, but is not focused on how the communications occur, but instead discusses
how the sensors share information about their environment. Defining how the sensors
interact, share information and can aggregate the information addresses the core need of
access to information instead of focusing on the technology of digitizing the information in
the first place.
• What would be the main effects on people and society?
• What would be needed for this?
• Effect on the timeline
Our session believed this goal, for sensors to talk the same language will be achieved in the
mid-term. This objective is not dependent on new primary research development or
scientific breakthrough. The objective depends on either collaboration of industry players or
to have an industry leader driving adoption. Because this goal has a high likelihood of being
achieved, the group reconsidered what sensors would be in the longer term. Form this
exercise there were two directions that stood out; active sensing of the body functions and
enabling the sensors to travel with people.
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What if we sense the state and environment of a human being? Non-industrial sensing
(sensors a typical person may use in daily living) in 2012 is focused in three areas –
ambient sensing conditions and movement in a residence, periodic biometric sensing to
monitor health and smart phone/tablet integrated sensing for providing background context
for applications. For AAL there are a number of areas to improve the quantity and quality of
data, one being able to plug-in a lot of sensors into a human body. Today few people
monitor their vital signs / biometric data and those who do so typically take a limited
number of measurements per day. If sensors could be minimally invasive and harvest
energy from the host, these measurements could be continuous. If this is achieved for
biometric sensors it could also be achieved for environmental sensors. The environmental
sensors could capture complementary data like solar radiation intensity, air quality levels
and noise levels to mention a few. This data can be used to advise or warn the person(s) in
that area that the environment is not save for them. This detection system also has the
ability to support medical conditions like epilepsy and sense oncoming attacks and warn the
user before an attack occurs. If this information is gathered not just for one person, but a
population it creates opportunities for public intervention. Sharing information will create
distributed intelligence networks that can give real-time feedback.
What would be needed for this? As mentioned before powering the sensors through energy
harvesting/kinetic motors or some other innovation is needed, but several are identifiable
today. Communication from the sensors to the larger network is also needed and could use
a number of mesh/WAN or paired bearers. What was seen as a significant bearer is the
permissions needed to keep individual records separated from aggregated data and with the
controls in place to ensure the data collected was not used unreasonably against the
individual. The group had a lengthy discussion that is similar to the privacy discussions from
other groups. Briefly changes may be needed in existing privacy laws, patient (user)
permissions and controls of data access, definition of who grants access to others and how
others can get access to personal and medical data. These issues are currently being
discussed in broad terms in the EU parliament to create guidance to the member states.
Effect on the timeline: This is seen as a longer mid-term development, with dependencies
focused on the macro data gathering and sharing environment and development of self
sustaining power sources for small sensors.

4.2.2.

Reasoning

The group “Reasoning” created and discussed one “what-if” scenario concerning the
question “What if the current state of technology could be pushed by R&D or strategic
research”?
It was suggested that there should be some push for new projects to make use of existing
systems, components and platforms instead of developing new platforms from scratch over
and over again. This would imply a trend to more integration of existing technologies aiming
not so hard on the creation of new platforms.
The main effects for people and society would be:
•

If an existing device was replaced by a new one, the new one should work with the
other devices too.

•

The system reacts by offering something new.

•

The system offers new optional service components, the user opts in.
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•

An intelligent home system for people with dementia in order to detect their behaviour
could be difficult to install and it is likely to be expensive. Therefore, products must be
inexpensive and easy to install and use.

•

A well integrated system is likely to be very complex and there is the risk of being too
difficult to be used by the end-user; therefore, the key requirement is that devices must
be easy to use, however complex they are in technological terms.

•

The system might require some reconfiguration if the ontologies used are limited and/or
poor.

The following requirements were identified as important:
•

Interoperability;

•

Standardisation;

•

Integration of solutions into classical domains that are related to AAL;

•

Common knowledge ground (because it was claimed that some stakeholders did not
oversee the entire field);

•

Focus on re-using and improving existing descriptions rather than starting from scratch
again;

•

High quality of the reasoning system that should be able to handle changes in devices;

•

Development of successful ontology mapping;

•

Better access to results from previous projects.

4.2.3.

Acting

What if services, supported by robots, will be active in the society for AAL applications?
o

Main effects for people and society

In future it is expected to have different services for elderly people in the society, supported
by high level technologies, such smart environments integrated with robots. As a matter of
fact communities will be populated by different robots, that will share spaces with humans
and will occupy public and private spaces with their physical hardware infrastructures.
These new services will be affordable and accessible for users, sustainable for the society
and enough dependable to be introduced in all spaceswhere daily activities are performed.
It is important to remark that these properties have a wide meaning not only by end-users’
point of view but also by a society perspective.
If service robotics will be effective, then the Quality of Life of senior citizens will increase
thanks to high quality services. Particularly the independent living will be favoured in heavy,
unhealthy and unpleased activity, wellness and well being.
o

What would be needed for this

In order to achieve this scenario, it is important to focus on two aspects: the
experimentation of pilot cases and the technological research and development.
Pilot cases should prove the technical effectiveness, the economic feasibility and users’
acceptance of services in real cases, where all stakeholders are involved as possible
exploiters of the services; thus it is not enough to consider only the end-users’ perspective,
but also the point of view of other stakeholders, such as policy makers, clinicians, service
providers, different entrepreneurs, etc. In this sense, it is necessary to favour the usage of
living labs or specific pilot facilities where appropriate metrics and benchmarks could be
identified to evaluate the main aspects of the technological services, such as dependability,
acceptability, sustainability and affordability. In addition this approach could stimulate
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actions oriented to standardization and interoperability and speed up public and private
partnerships.
The research and development of these services should focus on those technologies that
have adaptability and customizability properties. In terms of adaptability, the technology
should be able to adapt to different situations concerning the variability of the environment
or the user’s behaviour; for what concerns the customizability, the technology should be
designed to satisfy the user’s need and habit. Therefore specific research studies on
acceptability and dependability should be absolutely stimulated.
Other research and developmental efforts will be:
•

Robots that learn and adapt to user context and individual needs of users

•

Robots that can learn and cooperate between them and with humans

•

Robots supervised anyway by humans through control centers

•

Robots integrated in AmI infrastructure and Cloud platforms (Cloud Robotics)

•

Soft robots with stiffness based control

•

Reconfigurable robots

•

Printable robots

•

Robots and environments with intelligence on board provided by Micro Machine Systems

•

New approach and algorithms for localization and navigation in outdoor environments

4.2.4.

Interacting

The group developed three “what-if” scenarios as follows:
•

What if we could adapt technologies to personal preferences?

Personalisation of technologies is a key issue regarding interacting.
o

Main effects for people and society

Participants underlined that users have to be able to adapt the devices to their own
preferences and capabilities (disabilities) in order to fully benefit from them. It would allow
enhance liveliness of the technologies, and improve the acceptance and use of them.
Participants highlighted the need to take into account that determining users’ preferences is
not an easy task and that preferences and capabilities may change over time (notably when
one’s aging).
An important aspect it that such flexible settings of technologies imply processing personal
data, which could become accessible to third persons. Hence, privacy protection must be
addressed here.
o

What would be needed for this

Participants agreed that user-friendliness of the technologies and interfaces is essential to
ensure that users would be able to adapt the technologies to their needs.
However, participants considered that too much flexibility could be detrimental. Indeed, if
too many options are made available to adjust interfaces, users could have the feeling to
lose control over the technology and become reluctant to use it. Simple and clear interfaces
have been then considered as more inclusive, Participants also stressed here on the
importance to differentiate emotional systems and functional systems, which should not
always react in the same way. Predictability must be avoided for emotional systems as
users would expect interaction similar to human contact and thus different answers
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according to the context. However, concerning functional systems (completion of
administrative tasks for instance), users rather need predictable and stable reactions,
Learning systems must be put in place to ensure that users are able to adequately set up
the systems to let them react according to the time, context and mood.
o

Effect on the timeline

Currently, the existing technologies provide quite clumsy preference-setting solutions. More
time is thus needed to improve the quality and user-friendliness of these solutions.
•

What if technology and services could effectively interact?

Participants agreed that “technology is never the first place”, it should be only seen as a
mean to support a service. In order to be efficient, technologies and services must interact.
o

Main effects for people and society

Satisfactory interaction between technologies and services has been seen by the
participants as a key driver for success. Technologies must be integrated in the services as
tools to support quality delivery from which users (both carers and end care takers) could
benefit. Smart devices could indeed provide recommendations, additional information to
support carers’ choices while end care takers could automatically send to the device
additional data through sensors.
Figure: [to be added]
Supporting technologies which will assist care givers by sensors data
The carer, who brings services to the end care taker, must be supported by technologies. It
can be intelligent systems which give the carer optimum recommendations based on data
collected by both the carer and the end care taker via sensors. The objective is now to
make these systems smarter.
o

What would be needed for this

To be accepted and used, technologies must correspond to users’ needs. Participants
stressed thus the need to ensure adequate dialogues between stakeholders, i.e. between
technology providers and service providers. A “Plug & play” approach is also needed to
guarantee that the technologies can easily be integrated in the service provision, without
major additional efforts from the users.
o

Effect on the timeline

However, participants mentioned that currently smart technologies are not advanced
enough. Technologies must be improved to be effectively able to link data and give usable
and useful information, i.e. to adequately and efficiently support the users.
•

What if speech recognition would widely be available and usable?

Speech recognition has been identified as a key technology for interacting.
o

Main effects for people and society

For people and society, participants agreed to name better inclusion and social participation
as the main benefits, as it can notably help persons with impairments to interact and
participate to social networks.
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o

What would be needed for this

However, it came up that existing systems are not robust for real life yet and still need to
be completed with other interfaces to ensure their reliability. Improvements are thus
necessary, concerning for instance their capability to understand dialects, to identify and
filter out voices (directional and wearable microphones have been identified here) and take
into account the context. Coming back to the context, detection of emotions has been
considered as a long-term objective to improve interacting technologies. In order to ensure
that the devices bring adequate support, it should indeed be ensured that they are able to
understand contextual meanings. To that purpose, participants mentioned the possibility to
combine it with facial recognition through audio (videos) and body motion and the need to
improve the quality of speech recognition.
o

Effect on the timeline

As further improvements are needed, participants tended to consider these technologies in
a longer perspective. Directional and wearable microphones could be soon available while
body motion, possibilities to filter voices out and detect the origin of the sound will take
more time (medium term). Making the devices able to understand contextual meaning and
recognise emotion will require more time as well, what will only be available in the long
term.

4.2.5.

Communicating

Discussion group 4 developed two “what-if” scenarios as follows:
•

What if we had a successful “Continua Alliance for AAL”? The “Continua Health Alliance”
is an organisation that develops implementation guidelines that offer standards-based
“plug and play” interoperability between system components from different vendors in
the field of telemonitoring, and a certification process for compliant products. However,
Continua at this time covers only a very limited part of the Ambient Assisted Living
domain, for example no scenarios involving cable-based home automation components
are supported. Participants now considered the successful establishment of a “Continua
Alliance for AAL”, either as a scope extension of the existing organisation or as a new
organisation built after the same model and operating procedure, covering the most
important AAL use cases.
o

Main effects for people and society: From the perspective of the user, the “plug and
play” interoperability and related ease of installation are immediate benefits. Further
benefits are an increased choice of certified and compatible (and thus exchangeable)
products and thus better prices, and the availability of future-proof systems that
implement building blocks in a larger “ecosystem”. Finally, the more homogeneous
market and the availability of certified products would make the procurement of AAL
systems or components thereof easier.
From the vendor perspective, harmonized use cases and interface specifications
would allow for the reduction of R&D costs and shorter time-to-market. From the
perspective of the system integrator / operator, the possible re-use of components
(for example sensors) across applications or services, and better overall failure
resilience due to the possibility to diversify components are advantages.
On the negative side, once harmonized specifications for use cases and interfaces are
established, it would become more difficult for vendors to successfully market
innovative alternatives to the established systems. Furthermore, while a “Continua
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Alliance for AAL” might offer syntactic interoperability, the challenge of semantic
interoperability would not yet be solved.

•

o

What would be needed for this: Participants felt that a critical issue for a successful
establishment of a “Continua Alliance for AAL” would be the right timing: if started
too early, no sufficient industry participation might be secured and there would also
be the risk of premature standardisation of unproven scenarios and interfaces. On
the other hand, a late start would mean that any harmonised specification would
have to compete with a large incompatible installed base, which would decrease
chances of success.
An important further issue, in particular in comparison to current Continua practices,
would be to make participation of SMEs in the process easier, since the AAL domain
will initially be dominated by many small companies. It would also be important to
get the relevant stakeholders from the home automation and other relevant industry
domains “on board”.
One important (and currently unsolved) task for such an initiative would be the
development and harmonisation of a reference architecture for AAL. Finally,
participants noted that the initiative would only be successful if it succeeded in
demonstrating “success stories” based on its use cases and guidelines to the relevant
stakeholders.

o

Effect on timeline: The developments listed as “mid-term” in Session 1 (gateways for
integrating home automation; interaction/convergence of assistive systems from
multiple domains; convergence of AAL and Smart Metering applications) could profit
from the availability of standardised interfaces and use cases and, therefore, move to
the “soon” area.

What if we had a new, European-wide unified data protection law oriented on the new
digital realities? Participants noted that the data protection laws in EU member states,
based on Directive 95/46/EC, basically reflect 1970s technology, when governments
were seen as the primary risk to citizens’ privacy, and “processing of personal data”
meant mainframe computers. Risks as those arising from applications like Facebook
were not anticipated then, and also opportunities, e.g. for improving medical care based
on secondary use of clinical data did not exist then. Furthermore, data protection law in
the EU is very fragmented, not only nationally, but in certain member states even
regionally (on state or province level), making an application or system that is legal in
one place not necessarily acceptable in another place. So the question was, what would
be if we had a renewed data protection law available that reflected the risks and
opportunities of the “digital society” and was unified across the EU.
o

Main effects for people and society: Participants agreed that a new data
protection framework would strengthen the empowerment of citizens by shifting
some rights and responsibilities from the government to the citizen, i. e. citizens
would take more responsibility for their own data. That would also mean that new
tools would be required to enable less tech-savvy citizens to properly exercise
their rights.
Furthermore, participants see opportunities for new or better AAL services based
on data aggregation and the use of data streams currently unavailable because of
current legal limitations. A unified data protection regime would furthermore
simplify the development of solutions applicable European-wide and would thus
help reducing development costs.
One particular field that is currently impeded by data protection laws is the
efficient use of Cloud technology for AAL services (i.e., computationally intensive
reasoning and signal processing algorithms).
Participants also noted, however, that AAL systems will not find user acceptance
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if privacy and data protection are not adequately addressed, so the goal is not to
simply lower data protection requirements, but to adapt them to the current
reality.

4.3.

o

What would be needed for this: A renewal of the European data protection law
would clearly be the result of a lengthy process on European level, initiated by
the EC. Furthermore, a broad involvement of “new” stakeholders (compared to
the 1970s) such as industry and end-user organisations should be guaranteed.

o

Effect on timeline: If a renewed data protection framework was available today,
the move of reasoning algorithms to Cloud services could happen “now”. It is
understood, however, that the development of this framework will take years.

Session 4 – Final plenary discussion

The session 4 focused on three main topics related to the five enabling technologies. After
one day spent to discuss, refine and update the contents of the enabling technologies, three
questions were asked to expert participants:
1. The AAL technologies are well described in the five enabling technologies?
2. Are there some overlap in the schematization of the five enabling technologies?
3. Is there some key issue that should still be consolidated?
The comments from experts for the first questions were:
•

Interacting and communicating are very close, because concern the communication
between different entities or agents; they could refer to the human-machine, humanhuman interaction; therefore the suggestion is to clearly distinguish what is meant by
them in order to avoid misunderstandings.

•

The five enabling technologies are still valid for this new AALIANCE Roadmap, but
probably they need to be better defined.

•

Communicating is oriented to Machine to Machine communications, while Interacting is
oriented to human machine interaction.

•

Communicating could be renamed in something like connectivity or interoperability.
Communication sounds very “human” and can create misunderstanding.

•

It should be clearly stated that there are human-human, human-machine and machineto-machine communication using different technologies. Using interacting and
communicating is fine in documents or papers, because they are defined, but they are
not adequate to be used in workshops, because they could be intuited in different ways
by participants, thus the necessity to clearly introduce these concepts at the beginning.

•

It is not clear the purpose to divide enabling technologies in those five categories.

•

There are some topics, such as middleware or architecture that could be included in the
categories. Some others are horizontal and cover all categories.

•

Some horizontal topics regard law making, standardization, certification.

•

The five categories are appropriate for the roadmap, but other aspects are not conceived
to be included in the roadmap, such as legal, financial or business framework, quality
management, certification.

•

The scope of roadmap is basically oriented to the technology.

•

The five categories are perfect to schematize an AAL system. However in the last few
year some other topics have come up, such as legal, ethical, social. So the transversal
or horizontal topics are appropriate. The solution could be to mention them in the SRA.
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•

It is important to describe also how these five categories are articulated between them
and if they belong to a large system by technological point of view.

•

Actually there is a chapter about the AAL system overview.

•

There are also the domains that clarify the scenarios and how the technologies are
concretely used.

•

It is necessary to clarify if the AAL system is the union or the integration of different
technologies. Integration means that technologies can collaborate and there are
standard to communicate, in other case there are standalone solutions that cannot
communicate.

The comments from experts for the second questions were:
•

Interoperability is a key topic for different enabling categories.

•

Sensing and reasoning are overlapping, because of confusion between rough data and
processed data. In the last case sensors could be so intelligent to provide event
information and not rough data.

•

Sensor and communicating also overlap when there are wireless sensor networks.

•

Acting is strongly related to sensing, reasoning and interacting.

•

One issue is where we put intelligence: is a distributed intelligence (smart sensor) or is
it concentrate in one tool (central brain)?

•

The configuration and distribution of a system depends also on the scenario where it is
used.

•

A solution could be to create some common frameworks where include technologies at
different levels.

•

This solution could not be so straightforward, because some services could be provided
in many different ways with different levels of reasoning features, i.e. blood pressure
measurement, vacuum cleaner.

•

We think always about how to assemble the system, but never how to disassemble it.

•

Is reasoning a property of the system? Communicating is a property for sure. (Furfari)

•

As the technology is growing, the reasoning is embedded more and more in the system.
If you think in a service dimension, the reasoning is more important; if you think in a
device dimension it is less important.

•

In acting there those technologies that do some actions based on some planning
technologies, that in some way could be also considered as reasoning; another overlap
is when a human interacts with a device to do an action, i.e. “switch off the oven”, so
that acting and interaction could overlap; similarly cooperation of robots could be acting
and communicating.

•

Every AAL system has a reasoning and sensing technology.

•

The reasoning process in a sense is able to humanize data, because they can in this case
used by carers.

The comments from experts for the third questions were:
•

To let people stay longer at home, which is one of the main target of AAL, humans could
play active role, as acting agents. The social role of human is important in a wide vision
of AAL system.

•

During the first workshop, the user centred design and society centred design approach
were already discussed.
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5. Conclusions
The Second Stakeholder Workshop was particularly proficient in identifying novel and
updateable contents concerning the AAL enabling technologies. Experts of different scientific
disciplines discussed and provided novel and appropriate ideas for AALIANCE2 Roadmap.
The key points and suggestions emerged from discussion were:
• to update the five enabling technologies with the novel identified contents;
• to precisely define the five enabling technologies in order to avoid overlap in contents;
• to consider possible transversal topics, such as acceptability and standardization.
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Appendix
Agenda
The agenda published in the AAL Forum 2012 Program was the following:

Session F8
Session title:

2° AALIANCE2 Stakeholder Workshop: Enabling Technologies for
AAL solutions

Session chairs:

Filippo Cavallo, Michela Aquilano, Geke van Dijk, Marie de Vos

Date and time:

27 September 2012, 9:00 – 17:00h

Location & Room:

EVOLUON, Room Castor

Session Content
Rationale
AALIANCE2 Project is a Coordination Action funded in the FP7-ICT-2011.7, which focuses on
the Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) solutions based on advanced ICT technologies for ageing
and wellbeing of elderly people in Europe. One of its main objectives is to build consensus upon
research priorities in the AAL roadmap and Strategic Research Agenda for the upcoming
decades.
This second AALIANCE2 Stakeholder Workshop will focus on five enabling technologies, i.e.
sensing, reasoning, acting, interacting and communicating, and in particular on how these
technologies could support people, or should be developed to do so, according to previously
described AAL activities and scenarios (First AALIANCE2 Stakeholder Workshop). The
workshop objectives are to probe and build on the contents of the first AALIANCE Roadmap,
published in March 2010, to design a new improved and enriched AALIANCE2 Roadmap.
Suitable persons for the AALIANCE2 Workshop are experts in the AAL domain, such as AAL
technology developers and researchers, ICT service providers and technology suppliers,
standardization organizations, AAL service designers, etc. Experts’ experience must include at
least substantial analysis and insights of end-user needs and motives, assessment and
experimentation with (innovative) technologies in realistic cases, or exploration and design of
innovative Product Service Systems for AAL.
Experts will be asked to contribute their experience in National or European Projects (developing
technologies for AAL applications, producing AAL devices or services) to a series of workshop
activities specially designed to achieve our goal: design an enriched AALIANCE2 Roadmap.
To participate in the workshop or have more information, please contact Dr. Filippo Cavallo
(f.cavallo@sssup.it).
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Program
09:00 - 12:30 Session 1 - MAPPING
• Welcome and brief introduction to the workshop.
• Exchange of personal introductions and perspectives on enabling technologies for AAL.
• Exploration of 5 technology focuses in small groups. Part 1: Map technologies and their
potential for elegant application in relation to timeline and AAL use scenarios.
• Sharing of preliminary results from group work with all, and exchange feedback across
groups.
12:30 - 13:30 Lunch
13:30 - 17:00 Session 2 - PRIORITISING
• Exploration of 5 technology focuses in groups. Part 2: Explore 'What If..' scenarios for
technologies, and prioritize them on urgency, desirability, feasibility, etc., in connection
to combined user and R&D 'wish list'.
• Sharing of results from group work with, all and feedback across groups.
• Concluding discussion of synthesised timelines, agree on recommendations for R&D
Roadmap and strategic research agenda.
17:00 End of session

Participants
Suitable persons for the AALIANCE2 Workshop were experts in the AAL domain, which have
experience in designing, developing, producing, experimenting, and assessing AAL
technologies / services and in studying and defining the main aspects of AAL field.
The invitation to the workshop was particularly addressed to AAL technology developers and
researchers, ICT service providers and technology suppliers.
1. Birgid Eberhardt – Gerontologin (FH), Gesundheitsökonomin (ebs), TQM-Assessorin
(EFQM) , Medizininformatikerin, Anne-Frank-Weg 3, 63512 Hainburg
2. Martijn Vastenburg – Assistant Professor Medisign/Care, Faculty of Industrial Design
Engineering, TU Delft, The Netherlands, http://studiolab.io.tudelft.nl/vastenburg
3. Henriette Boos – DKE German Commission for Electrical, Electronic & Information
Technologies of DIN and VDE, Stresemannallee 15, 60596 Frankfurt am Main
4. Janina Laurila-Dürsch – DKE German Commission for Electrical, Electronic & Information
Technologies of DIN and VDE, Stresemannallee 15, 60596 Frankfurt am Main
5. Antonio Remartinez – Ibernex, Carretera de Cogullada 11, 50014 Zaragoza
6. Laura Contin – Telecom Italia, II.RP – Research & Prototyping, Via Reiss Romoli, 274 –
10148 Torino
7. Lorenzo T. D'Angelo – Technische Universität München MiMed, Department for Micro
Technology and Medical Device Technology, Boltzmannstr. 15, 85748 Garching bei
München
8. Klaus-Peter Adlassnig – Medexter Healthcare GmbH, Borschkegasse 7/5, A-1090 Wien,
Austria
9. Walter Hlauschek – Central European Institute of Technology - CEIT RALTEC
gemeinnuetzige GmbH, Concorde Business Park 2F, A-2320 Schwechat
10. Giovanni Diraco – CNR, National Research Council of Italy, Institute for Microelectronics
and Microsystems, Via per Monteroni c/o Campus Ecotekne, Palazzina A3, 73100 - Lecce
(LE), Italy
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11. Juan Pablo Lázaro Ramos – Director I+D, Ronda Auguste y Louis Lumiere 23, Nave 13,
Parque Tecnológico de Valencia 46980 · Paterna, Valencia · Spain
12. Lars Stalling – Independent consultant
13. Slava Kozlov – Summn, Netherland
14. Farshid Amirabdollahian – Adaptive Systems Research Group, The University of
Hertfordshire, School of Computer Science, College Lane, Hatfield Hertfordshire, AL10
9AB, United Kingdom
15. Paolo Dario – Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna,The BioRobotics Institute, Viale R. Piaggio, 34,
56025 Pontedera (PI), Italy
16. Marco Eichelberg – OFFIS, FuE Bereich Gesundheit | R&D Division Health, Escherweg 2 26121 Oldenburg - Germany
17. Michela Aquilano – Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna,The BioRobotics Institute, Viale R.
Piaggio, 34, 56025 Pontedera (PI), Italy
18. Filippo Cavallo – Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna,The BioRobotics Institute, Viale R. Piaggio,
34, 56025 Pontedera (PI), Italy
19. Michael Obach – Tecnalia, Parque de Miramon, San Sebastian, Spain
20. John Barry – Tunstall, UK
21. Hararld Klaus – Deutsche Telekom AG, Innovation Laboratories, Winterfeldtstr. 21,
10781 Berlin, Germany
22. Ophélie Durand – AGE Platform, Bruxelles, Belgium
23. Gerard van Glabbeek – STICHTING ZUIDZORG, Netherland
24. Toon van de Looy – STICHTING ZUIDZORG, Netherland
25. Ger van den Broek – Independent consultant
26. Reiner Wichert – Head of Fraunhofer-Allianz AAL
27. Jan Schröder – Independent consultant
28. Christoph Nedopil – YOUSE GmbH, Anzinger Str. 4, 81671 München, Germany
29. Markus Weber – DFKI, Germany Research center for Artificial Intelligence Department
Augmented Vision Trippstadterstraße 22, 67663 Kaiserslautern
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